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So in the last lesson, we saw how all the wives of the Prophet SAW chose Allah SWT and His                    
Messenger. 
 
This week, we will talk about the Hajj of that year. They’d done umrah and now since 8th of                   
HIjrah, Makkah was open for Hajj and Hajj had been made obligatory. This Hajj was going to be                  
different from the one that the kuffars had been doing all along. In between, Prophet               
Muhammad SAW sent a delegation with Abu Bakr RA in 9H but didn’t go himself. And he’d said                  
he would go when the naked hajj was being done by the kuffars. Ayaat were revealed at this                  
time, that mushrikeen would not be allowed in the Hajj. Nabi SAW sent Ali RA behind him with                  
the revealed ayaat. 
 
When Abu Bakr RA saw Ali RA, he asked him if he had been sent as an Ameer (leader) or                    
ma’moor (follower)? Ali RA replied that he came to follow him. Some groups took this event as                 
evidence that Ali RA should have been khalifa instead of Abu Bakr RA, despite that Nabi SAW                 
chose Abu Bakr RA. Abu Bakr RA then made a khutbah, in the haram, of the four important                  
things on behalf on the Nabi SAW: 
 
Nobody would enter paradise but a believer 
No naked person would make tawaf 
Any covenant between the kuffar and the muslims had time only till the end of the contract 
No more mushrikeen would be allowed to enter Makkah 
 
This was all in preparation for the Hajj of Nabi SAW. Before the hujjatul wadaa, was the year of                   
the delegation. Islam had become strong and was at it’s peak. When Nabi SAW reached Rome,                
the qabaeel of the Arabia, were scared because he had given the Arabs in the Arabian                
Peninsula four months to choose Islam. So these people sent many, many delegations to find               
out about Islam or to negotiate with the Muslims.  
 
When Nabi SAW found any delegation was coming, he would do what he could to welcome                
them with hospitality. Islam has ihsan in everything, including this. There were welcomed             
beautifully, and there were volunteers to meet and greet them, and then guide them. And before                
this, the Arabs hadn’t been exposed to these kinds of beautiful manners. People was assigned               
to teach the delegation what they needed about Islam with the understanding that they would go                
back and teach their own people.  
 
One tribe Abdul Qays sent a delegation and Nabi SAW asked them who they were and where                 
they were from. They were welcomed and then the delegation said they came from far and in                 
disbelief, and they asked him to teach them something because they couldn’t keep returning to               
learn. Nabi SAW gave them four commands to follow and forbade them from four things. 
 



The commands were shahada, salah, zakah and siyaam. He forbade them some kinds specific              
dealings. He told them to memorize this and teach the people after them. One of the sahabas,                 
Asad ibn Qays, was taking his time while dealing with the delegation, slowly. The other sahabas                
with this delegation when to the Nabi SAW. In between, he changed and freshened up and then                 
went to see Nabi SAW. He greeted Nabi SAW, held his hand and kissed it. Nabi SAW told him,                   
that he has two characteristics, and that Allah SWT and Nabi SAW loved it - al hul (forbearance,                  
patient and careful) and al ihsan (doing his best at what he’s doing). These are from Allah SWT                  
as well, so if you have this characteristic to do everything carefully, efficiently, then you should                
thank Allah SWT. 
 
The Nabi SAW because of the delegation prayed only the fardh of Dhuhr and delayed his                
sunnah even after ‘Asr. So this is allowed. 
 
 
 
 


